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Flow of the presentation

◉ Energy security and energy demand 

◉ India’s energy situation

◉ Drivers for energy transition

◉ NDC commitments 

◉ What we need to achieve the targets?

◉ Way forward
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India’s Energy 
Situation
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Energy security

◉ ‘the continuous availability of energy in varied forms in sufficient quantities at 
reasonable prices’- World Energy Assessment Report

◉ Integrated Energy Plan 2006 (IEP) addresses energy security holistically by 
incorporating the concept of lifeline provision of energy while defining energy 
security.

◉ IEP defines Energy Security as ‘we are energy secure when we can supply 
lifeline energy to all our citizens irrespective of their ability to pay for it as 
well as meet their effective demand for safe and convenient energy to satisfy 
their various needs at competitive prices, at all times and with a prescribed 
confidence level considering shocks and disruptions that can be reasonably 
expected.’
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Three dimensions of Energy 
security

◉ To meet increasing demand necessary for 
economic growth and well being of the citizen

◉ To tackle challenge of economic development 
through industrialization

◉ To tackle challenge of Climate Change and 
achieve sustainable development goals
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Power generation and emissions
◉ RE share 28% of 

total installed 
capacity 

Source: CEA; https://cea.nic.in/dashboard/?lang=en
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Growing electricity demand

◉ Per capita consumption 
is increasing but still very 
less than global average 

◉ Electricity demand is 
expected to increase in 
the light of growing 
economy and energy 
transition focussing on 
electrification of sectors 
like transport and 
industry.

◉ IEA (2015) – Per capita 
energy consumption in 
India is 1/3rd of the global 
average 

Source: Central Electricity Authority (CEA), GoI
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Net availability of fuels to different sectors.

• In 2016/17, electricity 

generation was 254.30 

MTOE.

• Energy loss from 

power generation was 

64% of total 

generation. Of 

remaining 40% is 

consumed by Industry 

sector and 34% is 

consumed by 

residential and 

commercial sector.
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Why Is Energy Crucial to India’s 
Economic Development?
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Energy Intensity of Asian Economic 
Growth, 1970-2016

All Asia

India

Expon. (All
Asia)

Source: TERI, based on data from 

Enerdata, 2018

• The graph plots energy intensity (vertical axis) 

against GDP/capita (horizontal axis). The 

timeseries data cover all Asian countries since 

1970. 

• India is still within the more energy intensive 

phase of development (see the dotted 

trendline). 

• Comparative to other countries at similar levels 

of development, India’s energy intensity is lower.

• There is therefore still a large pent-up demand 

for energy intensive.  investments in 

infrastructure for growth and basic needs 
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GHG emissions growth between 2000 and 
2010 has been larger than in the previous 
three decades

India’s current 

emissions are in the 

range of 2.8 Gt of 

CO2 / year
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Coal sector in India
◉ Coal mining & thermal power generation are two of the core industries and 

together contribute ~ 10% to India’s Index of Industrial Production (IIP)

◉ India’s logistics, sponge iron & aluminium industry among several others 
depend on domestic coal industry

◉ Economic activities in three eastern states (Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand & 
Odisha) are significantly dependent on coal

◉ Coal sector in India plays not only an important role in energy sector but 
also in socio-economic landscape of this country

◉ Power sector reforms (in 2003) lead to – growth in coal demand, higher 
demand-supply gap and thus lead to imports

11
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Coal sector in India

◉ Coal reserves in India – 300 billion tonnes

◉ State-owned CIL and SCCL together account for 91-92% of the 
total coal produced in the country

◉ 2017-18 All India production of coal at 675.40 MT 

◉ 2018-19 All India Production of coal at 730.35 MT 

◉ Growth 8.1%

◉ Total coal requirement for existing / under commissioning TPPs estimated 
at 1.2 BT

◉ Even with a growth rate of 8%, 6 to 7 years are needed to meet coal 
demand of existing TPPs, meantime issues of NPA & costly imports

12
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Energy transition 
drivers 
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Energy transition drivers

◉ India's energy consumption will grow @ 4.5 % every year for 
the next 25 years

◉ India needs energy security, much more in present times of 
global uncertainties 

◉ Reduction in energy imports
○ 85% of oil is imported
○ Coal and gas is also imported

◉ NDC  targets

◉ Sustainable development goals 
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PARIS AGREEMENT

The Paris Agreement requests each country to
outline and communicate their post-2020
climate actions, known as their NDCs.

The central objective of the Paris Agreement is its long-term
temperature goal to hold global average temperature increase
to “well below 2°C above preindustrial levels and pursuing
efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C above pre-
industrial levels”.
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Renewables future

◉ India will get its non-fossil energy capacity to 500 
gigawatt by 2030

◉ India will meet 50 per cent of its energy requirements 
till 2030 with renewable energy

◉ India will reduce its projected carbon emission by one 
billion tonnes by 2030

◉ India will reduce the carbon intensity of its economy 
by 45 per cent by 2030

◉ India will achieve net zero emissions of GHG gases by 
2070  

Glasgow COP 26 commitment
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Achieving energy security

❖ India’s energy demand is growing by about 11%

❖ What makes this imperative is the fact that India’s 
annual production is 2.3% of world energy 
production, but India’s consumption is 3.3% of the 
world energy supply.

❖ The deficit is estimated to surpass Japan and Russia 
by 2030 placing India in the third position in terms 
of annual energy consumption.
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Strategies for improving energy 
security

◉ Diversify resources

◉ Increase use of locally available resources
○ Renewables 

◉ Storage of fuels and oil

◉ Improve local production or protect local 
sources for future generations
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Major initiatives 

Programs to support target achievements  

◉ Focus on renewable based power generation

◉ Focus on bioenergy for alternate fuels (e.g. SATAT 
mission for CBG ( Compressed bio-gas), use of 
biomass for coal replacement in boilers, ethanol 
blending in transport fuels ( 10 % achieved and 20% 
target for 2025)

◉ Green Hydrogen mission being launched 
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Policy initiatives

◉ Solar wind hybrid policy 2018

◉ Off-shore wind generation policy 

◉ Green hydrogen –green ammonia policy 2022

◉ Amendments to Energy Conservation Act 2001 to 
include provision for mandatory targets to use 
renewables in major industries 

◉ PLI schemes for  supporting solar PV and battery 
manufacturing   
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PLI Scheme for PV

◉ Production Linked incentive (PLI) Scheme on 
’National Programme on High Efficiency Solar PV 
Modules’ (2nd phase) approved by the cabinet on 
Sept 21, 2022, 
○ Scheme envisages new mnfr. capacity of 65 GW PV 

modules
○ Support of INR 19,500 crores (~US$2.2 billion)over 5 year 

period 
○ Stimulate investment of  INR 94,000 crores (~US$10 

billion)
○
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Challenges and opportunities

Challenges 

◉ Access to latest technologies e.g. high 
efficiency PV modules

◉ Attracting investments/ debts/ funds 
○ For 500 GW RE target @US$2trillion + investments 

required
○ India attracted investment of US$42 billion only 

during 2014-2018 period 

◉ Grid and other infrastructure development 
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Way forward

◉ India welcomes 

New technologies Investments
Research 

ideas
Joint 

projects 
Business 

ideas
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THE CHALLENGE….

Energy vis-à-vis climate change….
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Our work in energy

•Capacity building

•Tech transfer support

•Local industry 
development

• Industrial projects

•Solar desalination

•Waste treatment

•CSP with storage for 
peak shaving

•Market development,

•Business models

•Consulting

•Technology 
commercialisation 

•Technology

•R & D

•Product development

•Design software 

Research Business

AdvocacyConsulting
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Thanks!
shirishg@teri.res.in

Cell +91 95822 18798

www.teriin.org
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